Vello Freewave Plus Wireless Remote Control Instructions

Note: The receiver cables included in this equipment package are Nikon connectors for Nikon cameras only. These cables will not operate with Canon cameras.

Equipment Package Contents:
- Vello 3.5mm Remote Shutter Release Cable for Nikon 10-Pin Cameras
- Vello 3.5mm Remote Shutter Release Cable for Nikon DC-2 Cameras
- Wireless Transmitter
- Wireless Receiver
- User Manual

Receiver Set up:
- **Connecting Camera to Receiver:** With the camera OFF, connect the camera-appropriate receiver cable to the camera and to the receiver. If using the receiver as a wired remote, hold the receiver and do not use the wireless transmitter. If using the wireless transmitter, slide the receiver onto the accessory shoe.
  - To detach the receiver: power OFF the camera, and power OFF the receiver by holding the power button for four seconds. Then detach the cables.
- **Turning on the Receiver:** After the receiver is attached, you may turn on the camera. Hold down the receiver power button for two seconds. A powered-on receiver will flash the LED at two-second intervals.
- **The transmitter is always on.**

Camera Modes:
- **Single Shot/”Standard”**
  - On the camera: Go to Release Modes Settings and select Single Shot. (Will be selected by default on many camera modes.)
  - On the transmitter: push the slider to the far left for Single Shot.
  - To take pictures: Press and hold the shutter release button halfway on transmitter, receiver, or camera body to use the auto-focus. Fully depress the shutter button to take the photo.

- **Continuous Shooting/”Burst”**
  - On the camera: Go to Release Modes Settings and select Continuous.
    - To take continuous photos at one-second intervals, instead select Single Shot.
  - On the transmitter: push the slider to the position second-from-the-left for Continuous.
  - On take pictures: Press and hold the shutter release button halfway to use the auto-focus. Fully depress the shutter button to take the burst of photos.
• Photos will only capture continuously while the temporary memory buffer is not full. If there are frequent pauses in continuous shooting, the camera is busy moving photos from the temporary memory buffer to the memory card. Utilize the wired receiver instead of the wireless remote to decrease pause times.

• **Four Second Delay**
  - On the camera: Go to Release Modes Settings and select Single Shot.
  - On the transmitter: push the slider to the far right for Delay.
  - On take pictures on a four second delay: Press and hold the shutter release button halfway to use the auto-focus. Fully depress the shutter button to take the photo.

• **Bulb Mode/”Manual Exposure”**
  - On the camera: Go to Manual mode. Select Shutter Speed “B”.
  - On the transmitter: push the slider to the position second-from-the-right for Bulb.
  - To take pictures: Press and hold the shutter release button halfway on transmitter, receiver, or camera body to use the auto-focus. Fully depress the shutter button to begin taking the photo. Half-press or fully press the shutter release button again to finish taking the photo.